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H− and salts on hydrophobic self-
assembly†

Kenneth D. Judd,‡ Denilson Mendes de Oliveira, ‡ Andres S. Urbina
and Dor Ben-Amotz *

In spite of the ubiquity of acid/base ions and salts in biological systems, their influence on hydrophobic self-

assembly remains an open question. Here we use a combined experimental and theoretical strategy to

quantify the influence of H+ and OH−, as well as salts containing Li+, Na+, Cl− and Br−, on the

hydrophobic self-assembly of micelles composed of neutral oily 1,2-hexanediol surfactants. The

distributions of aggregate sizes, both below and above the critical micelle concentration (CMC), are

determined using Raman multivariate curve resolution (Raman-MCR) spectroscopy to quantify the multi-

aggregation chemical potential surface (MCPS) that drives self-assembly. The results reveal that ions

have little influence on the formation of hydrophobic contact dimers but can significantly drive high-

order self assembly. Moreover, the hydration-shells of oily solutes are found to expel the above salt ions

and OH−, but to attract H+, with wide-ranging implications.
1. Introduction

Oily molecules and salty water are ubiquitous accomplices in
biological and synthetic self-assembly, including the formation
of cell membranes, micelles and host–guest complexes as well
as protein and polymer folding.1–9 Althoughmost ions “salt-out”
oily molecules (by lowering their solubility), and thus might be
expected to promote hydrophobic self-assembly, quantifying
and predictively understanding the inuence of ions on the
formation of hydrophobic aggregate structures of different sizes
remains an outstanding challenge. This is particularly true with
regard to the inuence of acid–base ions, H+ and OH−, on the
formation of both low-order contact dimers and high-order
aggregates, such as the self-assembly of micelles above the
corresponding critical micelle concentration (CMC), as well as
open questions regarding the affinity of these ions for air–water
and oil–water interfaces.10–13Here we address these questions by
combining Raman multivariate curve resolution (Raman-MCR)
spectroscopy and a multi-aggregation chemical potential
surface (MCPS) analysis strategy14 applied to 1,2-hexanediol
(12HD) micelle formation.14–16 This neutral oily surfactant is
ideally suited to quantifying the inuence of ions on hydro-
phobic self-assembly as 12HD does not chemically react with
acids, bases or salts and is not inuenced by competing
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electrostatic and ion-exchange contributions that may affect the
self-assembly of ionic micelle forming surfactants.17–19 Our
results reveal that H+ and OH− have dramatically different
effects on both the solubility and CMC of 12HD, implying that
the oily hydration-shell of 12HD expels OH− but attracts H+,
thus contributing to the resolution of open questions regarding
the charge and ion affinity of oily interfaces.8,10,13,20,21 Moreover,
our results indicate that while salting-out ions such as Na+, Cl−

and OH− signicantly stabilize higher-order aggregates and
micelles, they have a negligible inuence on binary hydro-
phobic contact free energies and dimerization equilibria, for
reasons revealed by the present analysis, with broader impli-
cations to other hydrophobic self-assembly processes.

The salting-out strengths of many ions have been deter-
mined from measurements of the solubilities of non-polar
gases such as H2 and O2,22 and molecular oily solutes
including linear alkanes23,24 and alcohols,25–27 as well as benzene
and many other solutes.22,28 Although relatively few prior
measurements pertain to H+ and OH−, benzene solubility
measurements in aqueous NaOH and HCl suggest that OH− is
more strongly salting-out than H+.22 It has also long been
recognized that while the salting-out strength of monovalent
anions increases with decreasing anion size, cations have a non-
monotonic size dependence, as Na+ is more strongly salting-out
than both smaller and larger alkali cations (such as Li+ and
Cs+).22,29,30 The predictive understanding of these anion and
cation size dependent trends has been signicantly advanced by
recent simulation studies,29,30 including simulations of both the
solubility and dimerization of methane in aqueous ionic solu-
tions,29,31 although these simulations did not extend to higher-
order aggregates, or include H+ and OH− ions.
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Prior studies of the inuence of aqueous ions on 12HD
micelle formation include uorescent probe measurements
combined with a scaled particle theory based analysis,
assuming that ions only inuence the solvation free energy of
the free monomers.15 A subsequent probe-free Raman-MCR
based study obtained similar ion-induced CMC shis, but the
associated Wyman–Tanford analysis suggested that ions may
inuence the solubilities of both the free and micelle-bound
12HD molecules.16 The present combined experimental and
theoretical results are the rst to quantify the inuence of ions
on both the free and micelle-bound 12HD molecules, as well as
the rst to include H+ and OH−, thus revealing that salting-out
ions lower the solubility of free 12HD about twice as much as
micelle-bound 12HD, with the exception of H+ whose affinity for
12HD nearly perfectly cancels the salting-out effect of
a Cl−counter-ion. Moreover, the results yield the rst quanti-
tative measures of the inuence of ions on aggregate size
distributions, revealing that ions have little inuence on low-
order pre-micellar aggregate distributions but may signi-
cantly promote the onset of high-order aggregation.
2. Analysis strategy

Prior studies have demonstrated the utility of Raman-MCR as
a probe-free experimental method for quantifying micelle
formation, hydration and solubilization.14,16,32,33 Here Raman-
MCR C–H band shape and intensity changes are used to
quantify MCPS aggregate size distributions14 and solubilities.11

Briey, the equilibrium between free solute monomers and
aggregates of size n may be expressed as

Cn/CA = (C1/CA)
n (1)

where Cn is the total (equilibrium) concentration of solutes that
are contained in aggregates of size n, and thus C1 is the equi-
librium concentration of free (unbound) solutes.14 The n-
dependent critical aggregation concentration

CA ¼
��

1

n

�
ebnDm

0
n

� 1
n�1

(2)

is equivalent to the value of C1 at which C1 = Cn, which is
a function of the MCPS, Dm0n, dened as the n-dependent
difference between the chemical potentials of the bound and
free solutes

Dm0n = m0n − m01 (3)

where b = 1/RT, R is the molar Boltzmann constant and T is the
absolute temperature. The chemical potentials m0n pertain to
solute molecules contained in aggregates of size n at a 1 M
standard state concentration (of the solutes, not the aggre-
gates). Eqn (1) and (2) assume that the aggregates do not
signicantly interact with each other at solute concentrations
up to 1 M (note that the concentration of aggregates is 1/n times
the corresponding solute concentration). Thus, eqn (1) and (2)
are equivalent to the usual relation between an n-fold aggrega-
tion equilibrium constant Kn h [n]/[1]n−1 (where [n] is the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
concentration of aggregates of size n) and the corresponding
standard state free energy difference DG0

n = nDm0n = −RT ln Kn

(as further described in the ESI, Theoretical methods Section†).
It has recently been demonstrated that micelle formation is

well described by assuming that the MCPS is a quadratic
function of n,14 thusmotivating our use of this approximation in
the present analyses. The quadratic MCPS has aminimum value
of Dm0

n* at n = n*, which determines the value of CA(n*), and
thus the experimental CMC, as well as the characteristic micelle
size, whose aggregate size distribution peaks near n*. The
values of the two MCPS parameters, Dm0

n* and n*, also deter-
mine the width of the aggregate size distribution, dictated by
the curvature of the quadratic Dm0n function. The latter n-
dependent function is assumed to continuously extend down to
n = 1 (at which Dm01 = 0), in keeping with the expectation that
the value of Dm0n cannot differ much from its values at n ± 1.14

The only other adjustable parameter in the MCPS model is nL,
which determines the range of aggregate sizes that are included
in the pre-micellar low-order aggregate size distribution (as
further explained below).14 As we will see, the values of Dm0

n* and
CMC can be more accurately determined than the values of n*
and nL, but the uncertainties of the latter two parameters do not
signicantly inuence the resulting CMC and its ion-sensitivity,
or any of the primary conclusions of this work.

MCPS predictions are linked to experimental Raman-MCR
measurements by equating the 12HD free monomer fraction
and C–H frequency shi Cf/CT = (hui − um)/(uf − um), where Cf

and CT ¼ P
n
Cn are free and total solute concentrations, hui is

the measured average C–H frequency at a given solute concen-
tration, and uf and um are the limiting free and micelle-bound
average C–H frequencies, respectively. The free monomer frac-
tion may also be determined by decomposing the measured
C–H bandshape into a linear combination of free and micelle-
bound C–H band shapes14 (as described in the Methods
summary and ESI†). Since pre-micellar low-order aggregates
may contribute to the measured C–H spectrum at concentra-
tions below CMC, the experimentally determined Cf is an
effective free monomer concentration that includes contribu-
tions from low-order aggregates. Thus, the spectra arising from
aggregates with 1 < n # nL are treated as partially free, in
proportion to the fractional aggregation state of the
surfactant.14

Cf ¼
XnL
n¼1

�
nL þ 1� n

nL

�
Cn (4)

The corresponding 12HDmicelle-bound solute concentration
is Cm = CT − Cf and thus Cf/CT = 1 − Cm/CT. The experimental
CMC is equated with the value of Cf at which Cf = Cm (which
occurs when CT = 2CMC).14 The above connection between
MCPS predictions and Raman-MCR measurements relies on the
experimental observation that 12HD spectra in pure water and
aqueous ionic solutions of 12HDmay be accurately decomposed
into a linear combination of free and micelle-bound spectral
components14 (as further explained in the ESI†).
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 6378–6384 | 6379



Fig. 1 Experimental Raman-MCR spectra and MCPS fit predictions for
the aggregation of 12HD in pure water. (a) Raman spectra and Raman-
MCR SC spectra. (b) Concentration dependence of the SC spectra,
with the inset panel highlighting the change in the C–H band, and the
dashed and dotted curves representing the limiting free monomer and
pure micelle spectra. (c) Fraction of free (non-micellar) 12HD mole-
cules, and average C–H frequency, plotted as function of 12HD
concentration. (d) The apparent free (Cf) and micelle (Cm) concen-
trations, with an inset panel showing the quadratic chemical potential
surface bDm0n = Dm0n/RT. (e) Concentration dependence of the
aggregate size distribution below and above CMC ∼0.69 M.
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The chemical potential of a solute m0n,s in an aqueous solu-
tion with a salt (counter-ion pair) concentration of Cs may be
expressed as

m0n,s = m0n + knCs (5)

where

kn ¼ RT

CS

ln

�
S0

S

�
¼ RT

CS

ln

�
P

P0

�
(6)

is determined either from the solubility (S) or n-octanol/water
partition coefficient (P) of the solute in the salt solution, rela-
tive to pure water (S0 or P0).

The inuence of ions on the MCPS may thus be expressed as

Dm0n,s = Dm0n + DksCs (7)

where Dm0n,s = m0n,s − m0n,1 and Dks = kn − k1. The resulting
experimental CMC and MCPS parameters are obtained as
above, with the MCPS equal to Dm0n,s rather than Dm0n (as further
described in the Methods summary and ESI†). The coefficients
kn may also be described using Kirkwood–Buff and Wyman–
Tanford theories,11,16,29 revealing that the sign and magnitude of
kn is linked to the degree of expulsion (kn > 0) or accumulation
(kn < 0) of ions in the solute's hydration-shell. Note that both
m0n,s and Dm0n,s are typically nearly linear functions of Cs up to
molar salt concentrations,15,22 and thus both kn and Dks are
typically constant (independent of salt concentration) up to salt
concentrations of T2 M.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 shows experimental Raman-MCR and MCPS results per-
taining to the aggregation of 12HD in pure water. The green
solute-correlated (SC) spectrum in Fig. 1(a) contains vibrational
features arising from the solute and its hydration-shell. The
largest band in this SC spectrum is the C–H stretch band of
12HD, whose mean frequency shi is used to quantify the
aggregation of 12HD. The C–H band is decomposed into pre-
micelle (free) and micellar components, indicated by the
dashed and dotted curves in Fig. 1(b), obtained from MCPS ts
to the experimental C–H bands as previously described14 (see
Methods summary and ESI† for further details).

The dotted and dashed colored curves in Fig. 1(c) illustrate
the nearly equally good ts obtained with 35 # n* # 100 and 7
# nL # 20, although the resulting values of CMC = 0.69 ± 0.03
(as well as Dm0

n*=RT ¼ 1� 0:1 and CA(n*) = 0.35 ± 0.15) are
relatively insensitive to the uncertainties of n* and nL. Fig. 1(d)
shows the resulting concentrations of the pre-micellar and
micellar sub-populations, as well as an inset panel showing the
resulting experimentally derived bDm0n. Fig. 1(e) shows how the
predicted aggregate size distributions depend on the total
concentration of 12HD, CT, leading to the emergence of the
micellar high-order aggregate population when CT exceeds CMC
∼0.7 M. The inset panel in Fig. 1(e) reveals that below CMC the
nearly exponentially n-dependent low-order aggregate size
distributions broaden with increasing concentration, and then
6380 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 6378–6384
become nearly concentration-independent aer the emergence
of high-order micellar aggregates (when CT > 2 CMC).

Fig. 2 shows experimental Raman-MCR and MCPS ts
revealing the inuence of ions on 12HD micelle formation.
Fig. 2(a) compares experimental (points) and MCPS ts (curves)
pertaining to the free monomer fraction Cf of 12HD in pure
water and 2 M solutions of three alkali-halide salts (NaBr, LiCl
and NaCl). The blue points in Fig. 2(a) show the excellent
agreement between results obtained using a high (×, 1200 g
mm−1) and low (+, 300 gmm−1) resolution Raman spectrometer
diffraction gratings, and all the remaining results were obtained
using the low-resolution grating. Fig. 2(b) shows the corre-
sponding results in 2 M solutions of two acids (HCl and HBr)
and two bases (LiOH and NaOH) along with the pure water
(dotted blue) and 2 M NaCl (dashed black) results. The CMC
values shown in Fig. 1(a) and (b) are obtained from MCPS ts
with n* = 50 and nL = 10. The relative insensitivity of the MCPS
ts to the assumed value of n* makes it impossible to reliably
determine whether ions signicantly inuence micelle size,
although one might expect more strongly salting-out ions to
shi the micelle size distribution to larger n (and salting-in ions
to favor the formation of smaller micelles).

Fig. 2(c) and (d) compare MCPS Cf and DG predictions,
respectively, spanning the experimentally relevant range of
CMC = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 M. Note that DG pertains to the total
free energy of micellization, obtained by treating the system as
an effective two-component mixture of free and micelle-bound
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Influence of ions on 12HD micelle formation. (a) and (b) show
the free monomer fraction in pure water and various 2 M counter-ion
solutions. The MCPS fit curves in (a) and (b) were obtained assuming
n* = 50 and nL = 10 and the resulting CMC values are given in the
legend (in parentheses). The MCPS predictions in (c) and (d) pertaining
to CMC = 0.3, 0.5, and 0.7 M, spanning the experimental range, with
the corresponding quadratic MCPS, bDm0n, curves shown in the (d) inset
panel. (e) and (f) show the average aggregation number hni and
equilibrium constant Kn predictions, respectively, with colored points
in (f) corresponding to predictions obtained from MCPS fits to the
experimental results.
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solutes (as further explained in the ESI†). The micelle formation
DG predictions reveal that at low concentration an equimolar
mixture of free monomers and micelles is ∼40 kJ mol−1 higher
in free energy than a free monomer solution, while at high
concentrations the equimolar mixture is strongly driven to form
a predominantly micellar solution. Note that the concentrations
at which Cf/CT = 0.5 (and thus Cf/Cm = 1) in Fig. 2(c) are the
same as the concentrations at which DG = 0 in Fig. 2(d), whose
inset panel shows the corresponding MCPS, bDm0n.

Fig. 2(e) shows MCPS predictions of the 12HD concentration
dependence of the average aggregation size
hni ¼ P

n Cn=
P

Cn. Note that below CMC hni < 2, indicating
that at low concentrations the aggregate size distribution
consists primarily of monomers and dimers, and is insensitive
to the value of CMC, because bDm02 is invariably much smaller
than 1 and thus dimers result from randommixing contacts (as
further explained below). Fig. 2(f) shows the corresponding
equilibrium constant Kn predictions as a function of CMC for
various n-fold aggregation equilibria, with colored points per-
taining to the experimentally derived results in various 2 M
aqueous ionic solutions. Note that the dimerization equilib-
rium constant K2 predictions shown in Fig. 2(f) are remarkably
ion-insensitive, while the higher order aggregation equilibrium
constants become more ion-sensitive with increasing aggregate
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
size. The ion-insensitivity of dimerization equilibria results
from the fact that jDm02j � RT, required by the physical
constraint that the MCPS must be a smooth function of n down
to n = 1, combined with fact that

��Dm0
n*

�� � RT. In other words,

the value of Dm02 must be much smaller than Dm0
n* since solutes

contained in a dimer are necessarily in a less oily environment
than those contained in a micelle. Thus, the experimental
observation that

��Dm0
n*

�� � RT requires that jDm02j � RT. The
latter conclusion is not necessarily incompatible with a more
signicant inuence of ions on the corresponding osmotic
second virial coefficient B,31 since Dm02 is an effective contact free
energy while B may be inuenced by correlations at length
scales well beyond direct contact.

Since dimer contact free energies are invariably much
smaller than thermal energy, dimer contact probabilities are
essentially random in both pure water and 2 M salt (as well as
acid and base) solutions. However, the ion-insensitivity of K2

does not imply that the monomer and dimer solubilities are
ion-insensitive, but rather that ions have a very similar inu-
ence on the chemical potentials of both the free and dimer-
bound 12HD molecules. In other words, the ion-insensitivity
of dimerization equilibria is consistent with the expectation
that the dimers remain nearly fully hydrated and thus are nearly
as strongly salted-out as a pair of free monomers. In higher
order aggregates, on the other hand, the 12HD molecules are
increasingly shielded from the solvent, thus reducing their ion-
induced salting-out and stabilizing them relative to the more
strongly salted-out free monomers. Although the micelle-
bound 12HD molecules are substantially shielded from the
solvent, the following results reveal that ions nevertheless have
a substantial inuence on the solubility of the high-order
aggregates, and thus the ion-induced shi in CMC is signi-
cantly smaller than it would be if the micelle solubility was ion-
independent.

Fig. 3 compares the inuence of various ions on the solu-
bility of both free and micelle-bound oily molecules. The upper
two panels in Fig. 3 show experimental ion-induced changes in
the solubility of various n-alkane23,24 and n-alcohol25,26 solutes,34

as well as benzene,22 including our measurements of the solu-
bilities of 1-hexanol and 12HD. These results indicate that
increasing the size or chain length of an oily molecule generally
increases the ion-sensitivity of its solubility. The fact that
sodium chloride (NaCl) salts-out n-alkanes more strongly than
lithium chloride (LiCl) is consistent with the previously noted
non-monotonic cation size dependence, with a salting-out
maximum for Na+.22,28,29 This cation size dependent trend
clearly continues with H+, as HCl is more weakly salting out
than LiCl. The same trend holds for benzene, now with the
inclusion of NaOH, which is slightly more strongly salting out
than NaCl, thus indicating that the OH− is slightly more
expelled from the hydration-shell of benzene than is Cl−. These
general trends carry over to the n-alcohols results shown in
Fig. 3(b), revealing a decrease in salting-out with decreasing
cation size, as well as the strong salting-out strength of OH−.
The 12HD points in Fig. 3(b) show a similar trend, but with
a lower cation-size dependent variation and similar salting-out
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 6378–6384 | 6381



Fig. 3 Influence of ions on the solubility of alkanes, alcohols and both
free and micelle-bound 12HD. (a) Normal alkanes up to n-hexane23,24

and benzene.22 (b) Normal alcohols up to n-hexanol25–27 including the
present Raman-MCR based results for n-hexanol and 12HD. (c)
Raman-MCR/MCPS based measurements of 12HD Dkn* are plotted as
a function of k1 and used to obtain the corresponding micelle solubility
coefficients kn*.
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behavior of NaCl and NaOH. Comparisons of the results in
Fig. 3(a) and (b) further reveal that the salting-out coefficients of
n-alcohols are nearly identical to those of the corresponding n-
alkanes with one-fewer carbon atoms. This suggests that the
methylene (CH2) group associated with alcohol OH head group
is not as inuenced by ions as the remaining non-polar CH2 and
CH3 groups. Moreover, the same trend appears to carry over to
12HD, which is salted-out by almost the same amount as the n-
alkanes with two-fewer carbon atoms, again suggesting the two
OH-bound CH2 groups are not signicantly inuenced by the
dissolved ions.

The lower panel in Fig. 3 compares the salting-out coeffi-
cients of micelle-bound 12HDmolecules, kn* (obtained from the
experimental k1 and Dkn* = kn* − k1) plotted as a function of the
unbound 12HD salting-out coefficient, k1. Note that in 2 M NaCl
solutions the kn* salting-out coefficient for micelle-bound 12HD
is about 40% smaller than that of the free monomers, k1, and
approximately the same is true for other salting-out ion-pairs.
This indicates that NaCl (like other salting-out ion-pairs)
signicantly decreases the solvation free energy of both the
free and micelle-bound 12HD molecules, implying that the
micelle-bound oily chains of 12HD remain signicantly exposed
to both water and ions. As a result, the shi in CMC is signi-
cantly smaller than it would be if the ions only inuenced the
solubility of the free monomers. The linear correlation between
kn* and k1 is consistent with the linear dependence of both
m0n,s and m01,s on salt concentration, with a slope that increases
6382 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 6378–6384
with the degree to which the oily solute chains are exposed to
the aqueous ionic solvent.

The difference between the inuence of OH− and H+ on
hydrophobic aggregation is clearly evidenced by the results
shown in Fig. 3. Note that NaCl and NaOH (as well as LiCl and
LiOH) produce a similar decrease in CMC (and also a similar
decrease in the solubilities of alkanes and alcohols). Since
various lines of experimental and theoretical evidence indicate
that both OH− and Cl− are salting-out ions,11,28 the present
results imply that Cl− and OH− are both similarly expelled from
oily hydration-shells. On the other hand, the nearly neutral
inuence of HCl on both CMC and the solubilities of alkanes and
alcohols implies that H+ increases the solubility of 12HD to
a degree that nearly cancels the salting-out effect of Cl−, thus
implying that H+ is attracted rather than expelled from the
hydration-shells of oily molecules. Although the reason for this
remarkable behavior of H+ remains an open question, it may be
inuenced by the electrostatic attraction of H+ to the negative
charge at oil–water interfaces, as inferred from recent experi-
mental and theoretical results.10,20,21 If so, then the present results
imply that a similar negative charge accumulates at molecular
oily surfaces, thus potentially inuencing a wide range of bio-
logical and synthetic hydrophobic folding, binding, and
assembly processes. Note that any such electrostatic contribution
to the affinity of cations for oily interfaces should be greatest for
H+ as compared to larger (lower charge density) cations.

4. Methods summary

Raman spectra of aqueous solutions containing 12HD in either
pure water or water containing 2 M salt (or ion-pairs) were
measured using a home built spectrometer and self-modelling
curve resolution (SMCR) was used to obtain solute-correlated
(SC) spectra from pairs of solvent and 12HD solution spectra,
as previously described.14,16 The resulting C–H average
frequencies of the free (uf) and micelle-bond (um) species were
determined either by extrapolation of the MCPS ts to low and
high concentration, or from the corresponding limiting spectra
obtained using a hybrid Raman-MCR/MCPS spectra decompo-
sition strategy described in the appendix of ref. 14. The inu-
ence of ions on the solubility coefficients, ks, of 12HD were
quantied by measuring the integrated area of the C–H band in
equilibrated two-phase solutions created using either pure
water or an aqueous counter-ion solution, as previously
described.11 Further details regarding the experimental and
theoretical methods are provided in the ESI Methods.†

Data availability
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able in the Purdue University Research Repository, DOI:
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